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Welcome to the tournamenL.
Bel-ow are a couple items of interest.
If you have any questions
about these or any other matters, we welcome your inquiries.
TIMING
Timing is one of the concepts you learn to master backgammon.
But
it is, al-so' one aspect of a tournament that the director
has to be
aware of in order to complete
the tournament at a reasonabl-e hour.
As you develope your game by learning to master
the many concepts
involved,
tining
becomes less of a problem.
B a c k g a m m o ni s a t h i n k i n g
game, but some positions
need not require
a l-ot
of time to pfay.
If you know how you want to move part of
your ro11'
then move that part therefore
simplifing
the position.
Recognizing forced moves can also speed the game aIong.
We are not
asking you to play at a pace that is uncomfortabLe,
but be aware
of situations
where a lot of time is not needed.
To make timing fess of a problem, so the tournament can finish
at a
reasonabl-e hour' the director
has options he can execute.
Setting
the length of the matches (points needed to win) is one option.
The
match points wil be posted
on tlie draw sheets for each round.
If
time permits'
the matches after a few rounds may be lengthened.
As
a guideline
on the reasonable time needed to -omplete each round,
times will
be posted on the draw sheets- Any matches running longer
than these time
will be dealt
with on an individual
basis.
The
tournaments are provided for your enjoyment and learning experienceTo make the tournament enjoyable for aII, the director
will
exesute
one of the options if any one rnatch is delaying the tournament.
HBC 1984 POINT STANDINGS
The march is on for the
1984 Point Standings which will
resul-t in
yearly awards for the TOP TEN. Each player receives points for each
match won and bonus points for placing.
Starting
this weekT weekly
play will
also be included in the Point Standings.
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Larry Strasberg
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